Ben & Natalia Allion, March 2021

WE'RE EXPECTING!
"BEFORE I FORMED YOU IN THE WOMB I KNEW YOU, AND BEFORE YOU WERE
BORN I CONSECRATED YOU; I APPOINTED YOU A PROPHET TO THE NATIONS."
-JER 1:5

Our unexpected struggle with this pregnancy
Natalia is now almost 16 weeks but we never imagined this trial happening
Morning sickness started early in January and quickly escalated into a tortuous condition called hyperemesis
gravidarum. Like us you may have never heard of this before but they say it occurs in around 2% of
pregnancies. Even with taking anti-nausea pills there have been days were she threw up about 20 times! She
had to be taken to the ER 4 times due to dehydration and eventually was hospitalized for almost a whole week.
Naty was sent home and hooked up to a little machine that injected anti nausea medicine 24/7. After a month
of this and her injection sites becoming red and inflamed we are now trying to manage the nausea with just
pills again.
As we face this battle, we want to especially thank our intercessor team, made up of over 400 people, who truly
are holding us up. Also the amazingly generous church in Michigan who decided to pay our medical costs,
wow! We are so grateful to all of you who continue to support us monthly during this long cold pandemic
winter. All of you are sacrificing your time in prayer, giving generously your hard earned dollars and by doing
so, are sustaining us as we navigate this process.
We don't know what the gender is yet but the due date is September 1st! Another thing we do know is that it is
the Lord who is forming our baby in Natalia's womb. Just as Jeremiah 1:5 states, we are praying the Lord
consecrates this child as a prophet to the nations and fills our baby with His Holy Spirit from the womb just like
John the Baptist was. Please agree with us in prayer that the Lord's plan for our child's life comes to fruition
and for mother's healing from nausea so she can enjoy this pregnancy.

When do we plan on
going to Panama?
Thank you for being patient with us as
we wait for the green light to go
We cannot wait to get to Panama and would've gladly
left already yet because of Natalia's condition we
obviously can't leave until the nausea stops and she
gains weight.
We're still waiting for the US government to process her
new 10-year green card so she can come and go with
more ease. Because of your fasting and prayer with us
we have at least heard back from the USCIS that they
have received the application and our payment.
The next step is they could ask her to come in and give
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fingerprints but sometimes they don't and just use the
previous ones on file. Still, we are making progress.
In the meantime Natalia recently received her licensed
credential and is beginning to work on her last three
courses needed in order to get ordained!
Ben has been discipling an MSU master's student from
Chile who just recently became a disciple of Jesus
thanks to the great Chi Alpha group there!
We trust the Lord's timing and thank you for praying
with us that we can get to Panama the exact day the
Lord has planned!
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